
Installation Instructions 

For Seattle System, back gutter w/ outlets 
10-20-18 

 

Wall brackets layout: 

1. Follow the dimensions given on the canopy frame detail sheets showing the bracket layout. See Fig. 1. 

2. Ensure that you have adequate blocking positioned where you need it. 

3. Ensure you have the proper wall anchors for the type wall you are attaching to. 

4. Make sure you seal any wall penetrations to prevent moisture from getting behind the vapor Barrier. 
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Installing first frame: 

1. If the first frame (end cap) is longer than 24”, you should add another hanging Brkt close to the outside edge. This will be 
shown on the bracket layout sheet. 

2. Lift the canopy frame to rest on the hanging Brkts and continue to support the front edge. Shift it left or right to get it in the 
correct position. 

3. Push the canopy tight against the wall and install the fasteners (#14 x 2” hex he teks) to the hanging brkts. See Fig. 4. 

4. Install the tie-back assembly starting at the top with the clevis pin and cotter pin (Fig. 5). Then attach the lower end to the 
compression bar using the closest hole to level the canopy using the 3/8” x 3” bolt, lock washer and nut (Fig. 6). Remove the 
support and make final leveling adjustments using the 3/8 nuts and threaded rod at end of tie-back arm. Once level, tighten all 
the nuts. 

5. Caulk the top of the canopy against the wall. 
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Installing the next frame: 

1. Before lifting the next frame in place, apply a bead of caulk to the inside of the gutter for each frame. Insert the gutter spice 
halfway into the gutter of the frame. Press it down to ensure a good seat. See fig. 9. 

2. Insert the splice plate into the front channel face. See fig. 8. 

3. Lift and slide frame tight against the previous frame watching carefully the gutter splice and splice plate is inserted properly 
into the opposing frame. 

4. Push the canopy tight against the wall and install the fasteners to the hanging brkts. 

5. Install the tie-back assembly starting at the top with the clevis pin and cotter pin. Then attach the lower end to the compres-
sion bar using the closest hole to level the canopy using the 3/8” x 3” bolt, lock washer and nut. Remove the support and make 
final leveling adjustments using the 3/8 nuts and threaded rod at end of tie-back arm. Once level, tighten all the nuts. By reach-
ing through the opening in the deck, check the gutter splice again to ensure it is seated well within the gutter. 

6. Slide the splice plate over into the adjacent frame so it is about equal distance into each frame. Secure with a dab of caulk on 
each end. 

7. Install the 4 #14 x 1” Hex Hd tek screws into the angle brkts at each end of the compression bar. 
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Installing the 8” Snap Cover: 

1. Once the complete run of frames is installed, beginning at one end and using a piece that has the notch (Fig. 11) install the 8” 
snap covers with 12’ lengths.  

2. Cut and fit the last piece. 
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Installing the outlets: 

1. Once the location of the outlet is determined, cut a 2” dia hole center on the gutter. 

2. Apply sealant to the top surface of the outlet flange. 

3. Attach the outlet to the bottom side of the gutter, centered on the hole, using the #10 x 3/4” hex head tek screws provided. 

4. Wipe off any sealant squeeze-out. 
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Installing the decking pan and battens: 

1. Once the seams between the frames have been sealed, you can install the decking pan. 

2. Place the pan in the space and make sure it is tight against the front extrusion. 

3. Using four #10 x ¾ hex head tek screws provided, attach the pan to the canopy. 
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Installing the closure strip: 

1. Cut the closure strips to fit snuggly between the battens. 

2. Put a small dab of caulk on the bottom to hold in place. 

3. Push the enclosure strips under the horizontal lip of the front flashing 

The closure strips should be cut to fit between 

the battens. Put a small dab of caulk on the un-

derside to hold in place. 

Fig. 17 



Installing the closure strip and back flashing: 

1. Cut the closure strips to fit snuggly between the battens. 

2. Put a small dab of caulk on the bottom to hold in place. 

3. Install the back flashing over the closure strip and fasten with the #10 x 3/4” hex head tek screws provided. 

4. Notch the back flashing around the compression bar front bracket. 
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Installing the Scuppers: 

1. Once the location of the scupper is determined, cut a 2” dia hole center on the gutter. 

2. Apply sealant to the top surface of the scupper flange. 

3. Attach the scupper to the bottom side of the gutter, centered on the hole, using the #10 x 3/4” hex head tek screws provided.  

4. Wipe off any sealant squeeze-out. 
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